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Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. While driving the car on the
highway the light for the engine came on and the car died. After being towed it was determined
that the head was blown. After replacing the engine the light remains on and now there is a
problem with the transmission. There is supposed to be a defect in a sensor for the
transmission that keeps these problems happening in this vehicle. Power steering replaced,
many tires replaced constantly, transmission replaced, timing belt replaced, seat belts replaced,
air bags are in recall and need to be replaced, handles replaced, bad paint clippings on outer
handles, CO2 sensor replaced, headlight switch recalled and replaced, range mod sensor
replaced twice, head gasket broken. The contact owns a Suzuki Forenza. The contact stated that

the check engine warning light remained illuminated after flashing for several months. The
vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who replaced the 02 sensor, but the failure
recurred. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Search CarComplaints. Driving along when all of a
sudden the engine just cut off, I still had electrical power, all systems were still working. I got to
side of road turned everything off. I then tried starting the engine, after about three or four times
the engine would start. I then drove the car trying to get home, when I would come to a stop
light the engine would stall again. This could cause a very bad accident if on an interstate at
high speed. The contact stated that while driving at 65 mph, the contact heard a noise as the
vehicle stalled. Upon further inspection, the contact noticed that the engine had fractured. In
addition, the contact stated that the vehicle previously jerked. The engine warning light
illuminated. The vehicle was towed to a mechanic. The mechanic diagnosed that the engine
needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. However, the engine warning light remained
illuminated. The failure mileage was 58, I was driving down my street in my Suzuki Forenza with
71, miles, then on the panel it started flashing P, N, D with a diagonal line through them and I
took it to autozone and they said it was the transmission The contact stated that the vehicle
stalled several times without warning. The contact was able to restart the vehicle but the failure
was progressing. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage
was 86, The contact stated that smoke appeared from the engine compartment. The vehicle was
merged to the side of the road to be inspected. However, the contact was not able to determine
where the failure was located. The contact made several attempts to contact the local dealer but
was not able to get a response to get the vehicle inspected. The manufacturer was contacted.
The vehicle was not repaired. The VIN was not available. The contact stated that while driving
approximately 45 mph, the check engine warning light illuminated and the vehicle decelerated.
The vehicle was restarted but the failure persisted. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, who
diagnosed that the transmission sensor failed. The vehicle was repaired but the failure recurred
on multiple occasions. The vehicle was taken back to the dealer, who diagnosed that the wiring
harness needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired and the failure persisted. The
approximate failure mileage was 39, The VIN was unavailable I recently lost my car which was a
'07 Suzuki Forenza to what has been described as a mechanical car fire brought on by some
sort of mechanical failure. I believe this was a culmination of a series of failures over time
despite whatever action I took to avoid it. Initially I encountered intense flickering with my
headlamps. Headlights would stay on even after removing the key from the ignition. I believe
that the consistence of this occurrence, has caused my vehicle's battery to fail. I ultimately had
to have the battery replaced. I would also have a toxic smell come through the ventilation
system from time to time. It smelled like something burning and melting. However, I was never
able to determine what it was. This was going on intermittently for quite sometime. Then
eventually my car was lost to the mechanical car failure fire. I was fortunate to get out of the
vehicle with only minor injuries such as burns and smoke inhalation. The contact stated that
while traveling approximately 15 mph, the contact noticed a burning odor. Upon inspection, it
was found that there were flames emitting from the engine compartment which then spread to
the rest of the vehicle. The fire department was called to the scene. The vehicle was destroyed.
The car indicates that it is no longer in drive. Even though on the shifter it says it is still in drive.
Also when driving down the road the car will come out of drive. To fix the problem you must pull
the car into third gear, wait a few minutes then put it back into drive. The contact stated that the
vehicle caught on fire from inside the vehicle while parked. The fire department was not called.
The contact did not take the vehicle to a dealer or a mechanic for diagnosis of the failure. The
origin of the fire was unknown. The failure mileage was , Was driving and transmission range
sensor went bad and car jumped out of gear no warning. Traffic behind almost collided. My 4
year old was in back seat. Very scary. Called Suzuki and they said this is an extremely common
problem considering my make, model, mileage. So why am I, a single disabled mother,
responsible for getting a well known, unsafe manufacturer issue repaired I can't afford this and
from what I was told most people with similar issue had this problem not only once but few
months after getting repair done. This is extremely unsafe! I was on the highway when out of no
where my car jerked and slowed speed. I almost got rear ended. I then tried to accelerate and it
drug. Instead of catching back up to speed it took a minute to reach the speed of what was
posted. And since then its been very hard to drive. I took it to shop they said I need a new
transmission range sensor. They also said this is a very common issue with Suzuki Forenza.
But its very dangerous I do feel that this should qualify for a recall. Why isn't any thing being
done about this problem with the transmission range sensor!!!!! Suzuki needs to acknowledge
that this a serious problem. I initially just got on here to file a complaint and started reading
there are alot of people with this same issue. Please take some kinda of responsibility for this

issue. I have had to fix my transmission range sensor more than once. This week will make the
2nd time in a year! I was driving in a 35 mile zone and my car would not even go the speed limit
a car alot rammed me from behind. It slows in the middle of traffic and sometimes wont go
backwards. Something needs to be done. It seems clear that there is an active issue with the
transmission range sensor in Suzuki Forenzas. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
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10 results. Feb 10, Excellent set for the price. Misty Yarborough. Purchased on Feb 01, Jul 02,
Order on time is great. Just what I wanted and came in just like they said. Russell Grun SR.
Purchased on Jun 18, Replacement Head Gasket Set. Overall kit was what it said it was but dont
be mistaken the egr isnt the right fit. Darrell Sealey. Purchased on Jul 02, Helpful Automotive
Resources. Main Components of Your Cooling System 1. A significant amount of white smoke
is particularly worrisome because it almost always indicates an internal engine problem. What
are the Signs of a Blown Head Gasket? The head gasket, which is located between the engine
block and cylinder head, seals the combustion chambers to prevent compression loss. It also
plays a role in sealing the coolant and oil passages running between the engine block and head.
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